Detailed algorithms for all{to{all broadcast and reduction are given for arrays mapped by binary or binary{re ected Gray code encoding to the processing nodes of binary cube networks. Algorithms are also given for the local computation of the array indices for the communicated data, thereby reducing the demand for communications bandwidth. For the Connection Machine system CM{200, Hamiltonian cycle based all{to{all communication algorithms yield a performance that is a factor of two to ten higher than the performance o ered by algorithms based on trees, butter y networks, or the Connection Machine router. The peak data rate achieved for all{to{all broadcast on a 2048 node Connection Machine system CM{200 is 5.4 Gbytes/sec when no reordering is required. If the time for data reordering is included, then the e ective peak data rate is reduced to 2.5 Gbytes/sec.
Introduction
We consider two forms of all{to{all communication in multiprocessor, distributed memory architectures. In all{to{all broadcast, each processing node broadcasts its content to every other node in the system. In all{to{all reduction, reduction operations are performed concurrently on di erent data sets, each distributed over all nodes such that the results of the di erent reductions are evenly distributed over all nodes. We present algorithms for all{to{all broadcast and reduction based on single and multiple Hamiltonian cycles in binary d-cubes. We compare the performance of implementations of the Hamiltonian cycles based algorithms with the performance of all{to{all communication based on edge{ disjoint, multiple spanning trees of minimum height, and the performance of butter y network based algorithms. All{to{all broadcast and reduction on distributed memory architectures are fundamental operations in several important linear algebra computations, such as matrix{vector and vector{matrix multiplication, rank{1 updates, and matrix{matrix multiplication. All{to{ all broadcast is also critical for the performance of so called direct N{body algorithms, where the evaluation of the pairwise interactions between all particles form the computational kernel. An all{to{all broadcast can be accomplished by each node sending its data to a dedicated node, either one source node at a time, or all at once, followed by a broadcast of the data from the dedicated node to all other nodes. All{to{all communication can also be realized by shifting data along a Hamiltonian cycle (ring of all nodes). For high degree networks, like binary cubes, this idea can be extended to the use of multiple Hamiltonian cycles that balance the communication load and maximize the bandwidth utilization 1, 14] . All{to{ all reduction is, in e ect, the reverse operation of a broadcast, where combiners such as +, max, or min replace the copy operation. Figure 1 shows a simple example of all{to{all reduction. The left part of the gure shows the initial data distribution. Components with the same index are added together. The result consists of eight components distributed evenly across all nodes in a consecutive (block) 11] manner. All nodes contain initial as well as nal data. In Section 2, we discuss the use of all{to{all broadcast and reduction in some matrix computations. Section 3 presents the relevant aspects of the Connection Machine system CM{200. Section 4 discusses in detail all{to{all communication based on Hamiltonian cycles for binary cubes. Section 5 discusses all{to{all communication based on spanning tree based algorithms and compares the expected performance of the di erent approaches. Section 6 gives actual performance data for all{to{all communication on the Connection Machine system CM{200. every other particle. In a distributed memory architecture, each processing node must communicate the information about the particles it stores in its memory to all other nodes. All{to{all communication is also required in iterative solvers for the nite element method 16] and in neural network simulations 24] . In both of these cases, the source of the all{to{all communication requirement is matrix{vector multiplication.
Applications of all{to{all communication
In the case of the direct N{body algorithms for gravitational calculations, the identity of the particles is not of interest. The coordinate and mass of each particle su ce, i.e., the array values su ce (with the particle coordinates stored in separate arrays). For matrix operations, the indices of array elements are not stored explicitly but are required for correct computations. In Section 4, we show how the indices of the array elements can be computed locally, thus reducing the need for communications bandwidth. Below, we illustrate the use of all{to{all communication in matrix computations. The required data motion for matrix{vector and vector{matrix multiplication and for rank{1 updates (outer products) depends upon the data allocation. As an example, consider matrix{vector multiplication, y Ax, with the matrix allocated to a one{ dimensional nodal array with partitioning by rows and with the input and output vectors distributed evenly over all nodes, as shown in Figure 2 . An all{to{all broadcast of the input vector is required in order to carry out the matrix{vector product. No communication is required for the result vector. The matrix{vector multiplication can be expressed as:
All{to{all broadcast of the input vector Local matrix-vector multiplication.
If, instead, the matrix is allocated to a one{dimensional nodal array with partitioning by columns, as shown in Figure 3 , and the input and output vectors are distributed evenly over the processing nodes, then no communication is required for the input vector, but an all{to{all reduction is required for the result vector. The matrix{vector multiplication can be expressed as:
Local matrix{vector multiplication All{to{all reduction for the output vector.
With the processing nodes con gured as a two{dimensional nodal array for the matrix, but as a one{dimensional nodal array for the vectors, both all{to{all broadcast and all{to{ all reduction are required in evaluating the matrix vector product. Figure 4 illustrates the P0 P1 P2 P3   X3   X2   X1   X0   P3   P2   P1   P0 Y0 Y0 Y0 Y0  Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1  Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2  Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3   P0 P1 P2 P3   Y3   Y2   Y1   Y0   P3   P2   P1   P0 data allocation for both row major and column major ordering of the matrix allocation. The data allocation shown in Figure 4 is typical on Connection Machine systems, as explained in Section 3.
For a matrix of shape P Q allocated to a two{dimensional nodal array in column major ordering, an all{to{all broadcast 8, 14, 19, 20] is required within the columns of the nodes for any shape of the nodal array and for any length of the matrix Q{axis.
After the all{to{all broadcast, each node performs a local matrix{vector multiplication.
After this operation, each node contains a segment of the result vector y. The nodes in a row contain partial contributions to the same segment of y, while di erent rows of nodes contain contributions to di erent segments of y. No communication between rows of nodes is required for the computation of y. Communication within the rows of the nodes su ces.
The di erent segments of y can be computed by all{to{all reduction within processor rows, resulting in a row major ordering of y. But, the node labeling is in column major ordering, and a reordering from row to column major ordering is required in order to establish the nal allocation of y. Thus, for a column major ordering of the matrix elements to the nodes, matrix{vector multiplication can be expressed as:
All{to{all broadcast of the input vector within columns of nodes Local matrix{vector multiplication All{to{all reduction within rows of nodes to accumulate partial contributions to the result vector Reordering of the result vector from row major to column major order.
The reordering from row major ordering to column major ordering is equivalent to a shu e, or matrix transposition.
If the elements of the matrix A had been allocated in row major order instead of column major order, then a reordering from row major order to column major order must be performed prior to the all{to{all broadcast of the input vector. No reordering is required for y. Thus, for a row major ordering of matrix elements to nodes, the sequence of operations are:
Reordering of the input vector from row major to column major order All{to{all broadcast of the input vector within columns of nodes Local matrix{vector multiplication All{to{all reduction within rows of nodes to accumulate partial contributions to the result vector.
With the matrix uniformly distributed across all nodes, the arithmetic is load{balanced for both row major and column major order. The all{to{all broadcasts and all{to{all reductions are performed within the columns of the nodes and within the rows of the nodes, respectively. The di erent broadcast operations and the di erent reduction operations are completely independent of each other. . . .
In the following, we refer to this binary{re ected Gray code simply as Gray code. The 3-bit Gray code given in Table 1 The sequence of bits that change in traversing the Gray code from beginning to end is known as the transition sequence. In the example of eight integers, the transition sequence is 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0 and 2, with the least signi cant bit being bit 0.
4 All{to{all algorithms using Hamiltonian cycles 4.1 A single Hamiltonian cycle Figure 5 illustrates the idea of all{to{all broadcast using a single cycle, while Figure 6 shows all{to{all reduction. In the gures, it is implicitly assumed that node addresses are encoded in Gray code, such that all communications are nearest neighbor. By performing the cyclic shifts in Figure 5 as left cyclic shifts, all elements arrive in order in node P0. In this node, local memory address s contains array element s, 0 s < N for N nodes.
The local memory reordering required for node j is s (s ? j) mod N, i.e., a cyclic shift on the local memory addresses.
Step P0 P1 P2 P3 0 X0 X1 X2 X3 1 X0 X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 X0 X0 X1 X2 X3 2 X1 X2 X3 X0 X2 X3 X0 X1 X0 X1 X2 X3 3 X1 X2 X3 X0 X2 X3 X0 X1 X3 X0 X1 X2 Figure 5 : All{to{all broadcast through cyclic rotation.
Step If the Gray code path is used for node addresses in binary order, then a local code conversion is required after the cyclic rotation among nodes has been completed. Figure   7 illustrates this fact. The array index in local memory address s of node 0 is G(s). In general, let PA be the node address in binary code. Then, local memory address s in node PA contains the array element with index G((s + G ?1 (PA)) mod N). Figure 8 , node addresses are in binary order. Figure 9 shows an all{to{all broadcast with node addresses in Gray code order. 
PA is the node address in binary code as before, and sh( ) is a left cyclic shift of the bit string representing the argument, and 0 j < 2 d . For node addresses in Gray code order, the index in memory location zero initially is G ?1 (PA). Upon completion of the all{to{all broadcast, local memory address s = j M 0 + k d + i in node PA contains data with index G ?1 (PA) G ?1 (sh i (G(j)))] M 0 + k d + i. Note that the quantities sh i (G(j)) and G ?1 (sh i (G(j))) are identical for all nodes. Only PA, the binary address, and G ?1 (PA), the Gray code address, are unique to each node.
Step 
Reduction
The all{to{all broadcast algorithm, using d Figure 12 . A lled circle denotes a partial sum being sent, + denotes a partial sum being received and added to a local variable, and an un lled circle denotes values already added into a partial sum. Comparing Figure 12 with Figure 8 , we notice that the data motion in Figure 12 is simply the reversed data motion of the elements originally in node zero in Figure 8 . The example in Figure 12 is an all{to{one reduction. Step Mem P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 Dim 0 The blocking used for the all{to{all reduction is identical to the blocking for all{to{all broadcast. This blocking is consistent with a consecutive data allocation, i.e., d successive sums are allocated to the same node upon completion. Furthermore, with both memory addresses and node addresses in binary order, successive blocks have successive nodes in binary code as their destinations. Thus, the local block index is the address of the node where the nal sums shall be allocated.
Data reordering
All addresses in binary code.
The data motion for block zero.
We rst consider the data motion for block j = 0. The transition sequence for a binary{ re ected Gray code is symmetric with respect to its midpoint. Thus, performing the Figure 18 : All{to{all reduction step 5 on a 3-cube. Memory addresses and node addresses in binary order.
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Figure 19: All{to{all reduction step 6 on a 3-cube. Memory addresses and node addresses in binary order.
exchanges in reverse order is identical to the original transition sequence. The exchange sequence for a given local memory location is the same in broadcast and reduction. However, the starting location for the reduction is the location where the last copy is to be deposited in the broadcast algorithm. In the broadcast algorithm, the nal destination for local memory address zero (j = 0, i = 0) of node zero is node 2 d?1 , with memory and node addresses in binary code. The exchange sequence used for this memory location is the same as the transition sequence in a binary{re ected Gray code with the dimensions taken in order. Thus, the nal destination is the last address in the Gray code, with dimensions in order, i.e., node 2 d?1 .
The nal destination of local memory address i of block j = 0 within node zero is node 2 (d?1+i)modd , since the ith exchange sequence is obtained from the exchange sequence of local address zero by adding i mod d to the exchange dimension for local address zero. For instance, for d = 3 the last destination of the content of local memory address zero in node zero is node four, of location one it is node one, and of location two it is node two, as seen from Figure 8 . For the all{to{all reduction algorithm with memory and node addresses in binary code,
we have for block j = 0: From item 3, we see that for local memory address zero, the exchanges generate the binary{re ected Gray code addresses in reverse order. The addresses for sequence i is obtained by an i step cyclic rotation of the addresses of sequence zero. Thus, for block j = 0 and memory and node addresses in binary code the sending node address for local memory address i in block j = 0 in step u is sh i (G (2 d ? 1 ? u) ), the receiving node address for local memory address i in block j = 0 in step u is sh i (G (2 d ? u) ).
The data motion for block j. The destination node for block j is node j. The starting node for block j is obtained by performing an exclusive{or operation with j (translation) on the starting addresses for block j = 0. Exchange sequence i is used for all local memory addresses i relative to the beginning of the blocks, i.e., all local memory addresses such that s mod d = i. Thus, 4 . the receiving node address for local memory location i in block j in step u is: j sh i (G (2 d ? u) ).
The above formulas give the sending and receiving nodes for a given block j and local memory address i within the block. However, at every step each node only sends the contents of d local memory addresses and receives d data elements to be added into the contents of d local memory addresses. Thus, it is of more direct interest to determine for each node which local memory address of what blocks is participating in communication step u. Node PA is sending and receiving data from local memory address i within block j if PA = j sh i (G (2 d ? 1 ? u) ) and PA = j sh i (G (2 d ? u) ), respectively. Thus, the block number j for local memory address i within node PA in step u is j = PA sh i (G(2 d ? 1 ? u)) for sending, j = PA sh i (G (2 d ? u) ) for receiving. Note that the expressions sh i (G (2 d ?1?u) ) and sh i (G (2 d ?u) ) are common to all nodes.
Thus, on the Connection Machine systems, these expressions can be evaluated on the front{end.
Node addresses in Gray code order.
When the result of the all{to{all reduction is desired in Gray code order, then instead of selecting block j as described above, the block whose Gray code is j should be selected. For instance, for d = 3, 7 has the Gray code 100. Thus, in every instance when block 4 is selected for the result in binary order, block 7 is selected for the result in Gray code order. Then, upon completion, the reduction on block 7 is available in node 4.
Thus, for the result in Gray code order, the block index j chosen for local memory address and exchange sequence i is The address G ?1 (PA) is the node address in Gray code. Thus, the operations unique to a node consists in determining its Gray code address, and an exclusive{or operation. All elements within a subblock are subject to the same exchange sequence, while di erent subblocks are subject to di erent exchange sequences. The number of subblocks with elements each is = dM=2 d e?d( ?1). The memory partitioning is illustrated in Figure   20 .
All{to{all reduction on local data sets of arbitrary size
For each exchange step u, a pair of successive elements is transmitted from a subblock (j; i) selected for transmission in dimension i in that exchange step. The exchange step u
is not completed until all data elements within a subblock selected for transmission has been transmitted. The actual transmission can be viewed as consisting of three phases:
1. The movement of data to be transmitted in one exchange to a bu er area, a departure lounge. 2. An exchange of 2d 32{bit data elements, with the received data being stored in a bu er area, an arrival lounge. 3. Reduction on local data, and data in the arrival lounge.
Successive pairs of elements in the departure lounge are taken from subblocks with indices i = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; d?1g in blocks j determined by the expressions given previously. If there are no more elements in subblock i to be transmitted, then the bu er location is empty, and the corresponding channel not utilized. The number of exchanges for each step u is d S 2 e, where S is the number of 32{bit words required for the data type (S = 2 for real{8 and complex{8 and S = 4 for complex{16). The reduction after each exchange step is performed by adding the contents of the arrival lounge for step u to the contents of the departure lounge for step u+1, with the elements for the same exchange sequence i being added together.
Other algorithms
A few alternatives to the Hamiltonian cycle based algorithms for all{to{all communication are:
1. each node broadcasts the values directly to all other nodes, one source node at a time, using multiple spanning trees each of which use all the communication channels 2. each node sends its data to a dedicated node, that broadcasts the data to all other nodes with an algorithm using all channels of a d{cube. 3 . all nodes send their data to a dedicated node concurrently, followed by a broadcast from the dedicated node to all other nodes. 4. all nodes send their data to all other nodes using minimum height spanning trees, such as d rotated spanning binomial trees 14]. This algorithm is equivalent to a butter y network based algorithm. Alternatives 1 and 2 use multiple spanning trees to maximize the bandwidth utilization in broadcasting the data from a single node. Nodes are treated sequentially. Alternative 3 combines a gather operation (all{to{one personalized communication 14]) with a broadcast as in alternative 1, but there is only a single broadcast of all data to be received by a node. In all{to{one personalized communication, each node sends data to one node. (In all-to{all personalized communication, each node sends unique data to every other node.) Alternatives 1 and 4 both have optimum time complexity, while alternatives 2 and 3 require extra data motion. Table 2 : Estimated number of element transfers in sequence for di erent broadcast algorithms. M is the total number of 32{bit elements prior to the broadcast (or reduction)
operation.
On the Connection Machine system CM{200 fairly well optimized routines have been implemented for broadcast from a single node. shifts along a single Hamiltonian cycle.
shifts along k d Hamiltonian cycles for a d{cube. reduce{and{spread in d{cubes based on rotated binomial trees.
The broadcast function currently available on the Connection Machine system CM{200 assumes that the source for the broadcast operation is the rst node in a segment ( rst row or column). Thus, this function can only be used in alternatives 2 and 3. The overhead in the spread function is quite signi cant, as is apparent from the timings shown in Table 3.  This table shows timings For matrix{vector multiplication with the matrix allocated to a one{dimensional nodal array through partitioning by rows, and the vectors distributed evenly across all nodes, the nodes send their segment of the input vector to node zero, which then broadcasts the entire input vector to every node. With a two{dimensional nodal array shape in column major order for the matrix, and a one{dimensional nodal array shape for the vectors, all nodes within a node column send their segment of the input vector to the rst node within the column. Then, this node broadcasts all segments of the input vector within a Table 3 : Time in msec for broadcast of di erent size 32{bit data sets and Connection Machine systems CM{200 of various sizes.
node column to all nodes in that node column. In row major ordering, the send operation must also accomplish a transposition from row to column major order. Although the transposition is implicit in the send, it has a signi cant impact on the routing time for the send, as shown in the performance measurements in Section 6. The optimal transpose time for a binary cube with two channels between each pair of nodes is d M 2 2 2 d e 12, 14] . The optimal time is proportional to the size of the local data set but is independent of the partitioning of nodes between rows and columns. With the matrix allocated to a two{dimensional nodal array in row major ordering, the result of the all{to{all reduction within rows yields the result in the desired order. With a column major ordering, a reordering from row to column major ordering (transposition) is required after the all{to{all reduction. If the node addresses are encoded in a Gray code instead of a binary code, then the ordering of the elements in local memory is di erent. But, except for local memory operations, all other operations are identical.
Step P0  P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  P7  Dim.  00  01  02  03  04  05  06  07  Init.  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  00+01  00+01  02+03  02+03  04+05  04+05  06+07  06+07  0  0  10+12  11+13  10+12  11+13  14+16  15+17  14+16  15+17  1  20+24  21+25  22+26  23+27  20+24  21+25  22+26  23+27  2  00+01+02+03 00+01+02+03 00+01+02+03 00+01+02+03 04+05+06+07 04+05+06+07 04+05+06+07 04+05+06+07  1  1  10+12+14+16 11+13+15+17 10+12+14+16 11+13+15+17 10+12+14+16 11+13+15+17 10+12+14+16 11+13+15+17  2  20+21+24+25 20+21+24+25 22+23+26+27 22+23+26+27 20+21+24+25 20+21+24+25 22+23+26+27 22+23+26+27  0 Table 4 : Execution times in msec for all{to{all broadcast using three di erent methods on the Connection Machine system CM{200. 64{bit precision. Row major ordering. Node addresses in Gray code.
Performance measurements
For all{to{all broadcast, we have implemented algorithms based on a single Hamiltonian cycle, d Hamiltonian cycles and based on gathering all column data into a single node followed by broadcast from that node. For all{to{all reduction, we implemented the rst two algorithms and compared them with reduce{and{spread. We rst present the results for broadcast, then for reduction. Tables 4 and 5 summarize measurements for a 256 node Connection Machine system CM{200. In Table 4 , the nodes are con gured as a 16 16 array. The length of the local segment of the vector to be broadcast varies. In Table 5 , the vector length per node is xed, while the number of nodes along an axis is varied. Both tables assume a row major ordering and node addresses in Gray code. The column marked \total" includes the transpose time . Thus, all columns marked total correspond to the same functionality. From Table 5 , we rst note that the transpose time is independent of nodal array shape, as predicted for an optimal algorithm. The transposition is done by the router, which Table 5 : Execution times in msec for all{to{all broadcast using three di erent methods on the Connection Machine system CM{200. 64{bit precision. Row major ordering. Node addresses in Gray code.
All{to{all broadcast
thus shows a very good performance behavior. The time per 32{bit data element amounts to about 25:1 sec.
From the performance measurements, we conclude that both the single cycle and the d{cycles algorithm are always faster than the send{and{spread algorithm for all{to{all broadcast. Table 6 summarizes the speedup of the cycle based algorithms over the send{ and{spread algorithm. The improvement is in the range 1.27 { 2.08. The measured data motion rate for all-to{all broadcast on a 256 node Connection Machine system CM{200 is about 0. where a 1 is the overhead for each step of the algorithm and a 2 is the exchange time for two 32{bit data elements. M 0 is the initial number of elements per node and S is the number of 32{bit words per data element (S = 2 for real{8 and complex{8). From Table   4 , we derive a 1 = 24:3 sec and a 2 = 5:69 sec.
With a Gray code ordering, the indirect addressing required for the reordering upon completion, requires a time of Table 6 : Speedup for three methods of all{to{all broadcast on the Connection machine system CM{200. 64{bit precision. Row major ordering. Node addresses in Gray code. Since the e ciency in the index computation on the CM{200 is poor, we have also implemented all{to{all broadcast using a d{cycles algorithm in which the indices are moved along with the data. The indices are represented as 32-bit integers regardless of the type of the array values. Local reordering is still required and requires the same time as when the array indices are computed locally. Table 7 shows the results for a 2048 node CM{ 200. As seen in the Table, moving Table 7 : Execution time in msec for d{cycles all{to{all broadcast with index computation and index motion. 64-bit precision. Node addresses in Gray code.
in the reordering of the data. From the expressions for the total execution time for the single cycle and d{cycles algorithms, we can derive the size of the local data set as a function of d for which the d{cycles algorithm yields better performance. The results are summarized in Table 9 . From the table we conclude that, in practice, at least 16 nodes (d 4) must be assigned to an axis before the d{cycles algorithm performs better than the single cycle algorithm, largely due to the expense for index calculation. This expense grows su ciently rapidly to make moving the data indices more e cient than computing them locally for 32 or more nodes, despite the simple operations required for index computation. Figure 22 shows the execution times for all{to{all broadcast on up to 512 nodes using either a single cycle algorithm, or the d{cycles algorithm with either index computation or index motion. Table 8 gives the corresponding measured data. Remark 1. It is interesting to compare the performance of the spread function with that of the d{cycles algorithm. Ideally, both should have the same execution time (see Table   2 ). From Tables 4 and 5, the measured performance is comparable when the address calculation time is excluded, as expected. The total execution times are compared in Table 10 .
Remark 2. It is also interesting to note that although the optimal time for the send and the spread is the same (Table 2 ), the measured time for the send is about 2.7 times higher than for the spread in the 16 node case. For the 8 node case, the ratio is about 2.6 and for the 256 node case, the ratio is 1.6. The send (gather) operation uses the router, while the spread use an optimized algorithm. Table 10 gives a comparison of the execution times for send and spread. The sensitivity of the send times to row or column major layout ordering were examined by measuring the execution times for both orderings. In a column major ordering, the send is con ned to within subcubes and no transpose is required for all{to{all communication. Table 11 : Execution times in msec for all{to{all broadcast using three di erent methods on the Connection Machine system CM{200. 64{bit precision. Column major ordering. Node addresses in Gray code. Tables 11 and 12 summarize the results. The send is faster by close to a factor of two for the column major ordering, but the cycles based algorithms are also faster for this ordering. However, the speed advantage is not as large as for row major ordering. Finally, we also measured the performance for all{to{all communication with node addresses in binary code. The execution times for the d{cycles algorithm were almost identical to the times for node addresses in Gray code order. The single cycles algorithm would require a di erent implementation on the Connection Machine system CM{200, since the CSHIFT intrinsic function used in our implementation uses the general router for node addresses in binary code. A special implementation of our single cycle algorithm should yield comparable performance for node addresses in binary code and Gray code. Tables 13 and 14 give the measured execution times for all{to{all reduction based on reduce{and{spread, and the single cycle and d{cycles algorithms.
Reduction
The reduce{and{spread alternative for all{to{all reduction results in an excessive amount of data in each node, and a subselection is required to arrive at the nal result. This subselection is performed by a call to the Connection Machine router, even though no communication is required. The router is the only general mechanism currently available on the Connection Machine system CM{200 for this subselection. Performing the all{ to{all reduction in this manner is always less e cient than using either a single cycle algorithm or the d{cycles algorithm. For a 16 16 nodal array, the single cycle algorithm is more e cient than the d{cycles algorithm for a nal data set per node of at most 64 elements. The single cycle all{ to{all reduction is about 6% slower than the corresponding broadcast operation, while the d{cycles all{to{all reduction is about 12% slower than the corresponding all{to{all broadcast. (In these percentage calculations, we excluded the time for the transpose Table 13 : Execution times in msec for all{to{all reduction using reduce{and{spread, d{ cycles, and one cycle on the Connection Machine system CM{200. 64{bit precision. Row major order. Node addresses in Gray code.
required in all{to{all broadcast for row major ordering, in order to highlight the di erence between broadcast and reduction.) The performance trade-o between the single cycle and the d{cycles algorithms is approximately the same as for the broadcast. Table 15 gives a comparison of the total execution times for the three di erent all{to{ all reduction methods: Reduce{and{spread followed by a subselection, a single cycle algorithm, a d{cycles algorithm. The cycle based algorithms yield a speedup of a factor of ve or better over the reduce{and{spread function.
Remark. Note that the send (scatter) that follows the reduce{and{spread may require more time than the reduce{and{spread function itself. Since all nodes have all the results after the reduce{and{spread, the desired result can be obtained either as a local subselection, or as a one{to{all personalized communication from the rst node in a row. On the Connection Machine system CM{200, both methods require approximately the same all{to{all broadcast peak rate is 5.4 Gbytes/sec. The measured peak data motion rates for all{to{all broadcast are summarized in Table 18 . The data motion rate for spread is included for comparison but does not represent the time for all{to{all broadcast using spreads. For all{to{all reduction, the speedup of our Hamiltonian cycle based algorithms is even greater than for broadcast, with the range being 5 { 8. The performance for the cycles based algorithms is fairly independent of whether the data allocation is in row or column major ordering, and whether the nodal addresses are in binary code or Gray code. However, the router performance depends signi cantly upon whether the data allocation is in row or column major ordering.
The d{cycles algorithm o ers a good improvement in performance over the single cycle algorithm with respect to data motion. However, the local computation of indices is quite ine cient. This o set of the gain in communication time makes the single cycle algorithm preferable for moderate size initial data sets, and few nodes assigned to the axis. For 64 or more nodes assigned to an axis, it is more e cient in the d{cycles algorithm to move the indices along with the data than to compute the indices locally for both all{to{all broadcast and all{to{all reduction. We have incorporated the Hamiltonian cycle based all{to{all communication routines in the matrix{vector and vector{matrix multiplication and rank{1 update routines of the Connection Machine Scienti c Software Library, CMSSL 22], Version 3.0. A summary of the performance of the matrix{vector (M-V) and vector{matrix (V-M) routines are given in Table 19 and in Figure 23 .
Number Spread Connection Machine system CM{200. 64{bit precision.
